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 Hello everyone. Good evening to you all. My name is Emily Rutherford, and I am a senior 

anthropologist major here at Franklin & Marshall College. Before I begin the main body of my 

paper, I want to share some personal reflections about my F&M career. I find it fitting that we are 

sitting in the room where I began my time here three years ago. This space (the Weis Seminar 

Room) serves as a microcosm of my F&M experience. Consequently, I find poetic beauty in 

presenting to you here during the last chapter of my undergraduate experience in a space imbued 

with memories and meaning. I had my first class here: Muslim America (CNX169), where I met 

my best friends. I found growth in leadership and confidence in this room as I led an inspiring 

group of students, the Weis Assembly of Peers. I listened, spoke, laughed, studied and wrote in 

this room at all hours of the day and night. Therefore, it makes perfect sense that the investigation 

of my future after F&M should be in here. 

 After graduating in May 2020 and completing three years of archaeological field and 

research experience, I hope to be leaving F&M excited and in pursuit of the career path I have 

chosen. I have several basic goals: get a starter job in my field, find a place to live with my 

significant other, apply for and enter graduate school (most likely a Ph.D. program), and apply for 

scholarships and student loans so I can live and study comfortably while working on my 

dissertations. The list branches into vaguer territory from there.  
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 As I reflect on my clearer goals and the vaguer unknowns, I realize a pattern. These goals 

revolve around a cycle of three aspects: Knowledge, Money, and Credit. Now, I am no financial 

expert. The extent of my experience is limited to Professor Brennan’s Economic Perspectives class 

and a Personal Finance class I took my senior year of high school. Having said that, I notice that 

my ability to thoroughly investigate and interpret the past (i.e., my knowledge) as an archaeologist 

vastly depends on the money and credit that I accumulate in the present. 

 I live in a capitalist system, and I need to account for student loan debt as part of my 

liabilities and net worth.1 But in the process of paying back my student loans, what economic 

consequences will I need to adjust to or live with? How do my loans connect to my job, my 

academic and social life, and monthly/annual expenses? Extending beyond myself, how are F&M 

students and faculty generally impacted by these questions? These questions are ripe for 

anthropological investigation.   

 The social and economic spheres intersect with debt, and debt is experienced in all 

hierarchical social groups: the individual, to state and federal governing parties, and the college 

institutions. In the following presentation, I hope to properly address the following research 

questions: 1) What are the current statistics of student loan debt in the U.S.? 2) How is 

student debt information viewed on a state and national scale, esp. by presidential candidates 

for the 2020 election? 3) How do these statistics impact the goals and realities of the college 

institutions that provide indebted students with their knowledge? 

 
1 Cagan, Michele, and Elisabeth Lariviere, 2018, The Infographic Guide to Personal Finance: A 

Visual Reference for Everything You Need to Know (New York: Adams Media, an 
imprint of Simon & Schuster, Inc.), 17. 
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A Drop in the Sea: An Overview of Student Loan Statistics 

 To start this investigation, we turn to the individual. While a recent F&M alum thinks about 

her future opportunities, preexisting debt from undergraduate loans may act detrimentally toward 

achieving certain goals or wishes. While one expects this when entering debt, the current situation 

surrounding student loan debt is one demanding serious attention, since the average amount of 

debt a recent graduate accumulates is probably much higher than initially anticipated. In the United 

States, the total amount of student loan debt currently sits at $1.56 trillion.2 This debt is currently 

shared among 44.7 million U.S. borrowers of all ages. To make matters more troubling, the 

cumulative value of defaulted direct loans totals $101.4 Billion, and $111.1 billion remains unpaid 

in forbearance.3  

 According to Forbes, in the first quarter of this year, “student loan debt is now the second 

highest consumer debt category - behind only mortgage debt - and is higher than both credit cards 

and auto loans. Borrowers in the Class of 2017, on average, owe $28,650, according to the Institute 

for College Access and Success.”4 Franklin & Marshall graduates, on average, owe $22,000 after 

graduation.5 Given these large numbers and impressive new facts on consumer debt, surely the 

Department of Education investigated this situation before me, so what is Secretary Devos & 

Company doing? Their website, Federal Student Aid, contains a wealthy depository of pages full 

of basic information on the jargon of student debt, and tips to avoid defaulting on loans, though 

 
2 Friedman, Zack, “Student Loan Debt Statistics In 2019: A $1.5 Trillion Crisis,” Forbes 
Magazine, June 3, 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2019/02/25/student-loan-
debt-statistics-2019/#5e4fe453133f., 2019. 
3 Ibid., 2019. 
4 Ibid., 2019. 
5 “Here's How Much You'll Pay to Attend Franklin and Marshall College.” U.S. News & World 
Report: Education. U.S. News & World Report L.P., 2019. https://www.usnews.com/best-
colleges/franklin-and-marshall-college-3265/paying. 
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personally those tips do more to terrify me about defaulting on my loans and the long-term impacts 

loan delinquency would inflict.6 Those tips helped me better imagine the anxieties of those 5.1 

million debtors who defaulted on that $101.4 billion figure I mentioned earlier. Suddenly their 

experiences feel relatable and frightening in their realness. To quell some fear, the Department of 

Education also implement a public service loan forgiveness program for students who end up 

working for the local, state or federal government or other forms of public service designated by 

the government. However, the relief is felt by few. According to Forbes in January of this year, 

99.5 percent of applications for debt forgiveness were rejected:  

In the most recent quarter, approximately 420 applications have been approved and 206 

borrowers have collectively received $12.3 million in public service loan forgiveness. 

Combined with student loan forgiveness from June 30, only about 300 borrowers have 

received public service loan forgiveness based on more than 73,600 processed applications. 

That's less than 0.5%.7  

Given the Trump administration’s policies regarding federal budgeting and cuts to educational 

spending, these numbers are not surprising to me. To find out state level perspectives on these 

numbers, I dug up statistics that establish ranking and impact legislative and candidate policies. 

 

 
6 “Understanding Delinquency and Default,” Federal Student Aid. U.S. Department of 

Education, October 19, 2018, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-
loans/default#delinquency. 

7 Friedman, Zack, “99.5% Of People Are Rejected For Student Loan Forgiveness Program,” 
Forbes Magazine, January 4, 2019, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2019/01/03/student-loan-forgiveness-
data/#3d253ab168d0. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2019/01/03/student-loan-forgiveness-data/#3d253ab168d0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2019/01/03/student-loan-forgiveness-data/#3d253ab168d0
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The figures presented here8 immediately reveal how we fit into this issue. 

 

 
8 Friedman, Zack, “Student Loan Debt Statistics In 2019: A $1.5 Trillion Crisis.” 

STATE STUDENT LOAN 
BALANCE  

($ IN BILLIONS) 

BORROWERS  

(IN MILLIONS) 

CALIFORNIA 111.7 3.4 

TEXAS 85.4 2.9 

NEW YORK 73.5 2.2 

FLORIDA 72.8 2.2 

GEORGIA 50.7 1.4 

PENNSYLVANIA 50.3 billion  

(5% of 1.56 trillion) 

1.6 (3.63% of 44 million) 

F&M Borrowers: >1300  

(.0813% of 44 million) 

ILLINOIS 49.0 1.5 

OHIO 49.0 1.6 

MICHIGAN 40.8 1.3 

NORTH CAROLINA 36.3 1.1 
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Fifty-four percent of undergraduates at F&M receive some type of financial aid, though this 

includes more than federal student loans9. If the twenty undergraduates in this room formed a 

representative sample for the campus population, at least ten of us should be concerned about the 

following numbers. In the graphs presented here, Pennsylvania stands out markedly in both charts. 

We are part of those 1.6 million people, a tiny sliver of the state population. We are part of 

calculating that near $37,000 average. Granted, I do not know for certain how privately endowed 

institutions like F&M factor into this calculation. However, using wider parameters and simple 

mathematics, we can infer the approximate number of indebted students at F&M. If we use our 

previous findings (that 54% of us acquire financial aid in some form) to approximate the  

 
9 “Here's How Much You'll Pay to Attend Franklin and Marshall College,” U.S. News & World 
Report: Education, 2019.  
 

HIGHEST AVERAGE DEBT STATES AVERAGE STUDENT LOAN DEBT ($) 

1. CONNECTICUT  38,510 

2. PENNSYLVANIA 36,854 

3. RHODE ISLAND 36,250 

4. NEW HAMPSHIRE 34,415 

5. DELAWARE (BIDEN) 34,144 

6. NEW JERSEY (BOOKER) 32,247 

7. MASSACHUSETTS (WARREN) 32,065 

8. ALABAMA 31,899 

9. MINNESOTA (KLOBUCHAR) 31,734 

10. MAINE 31,364 
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the current indebted student population and compare our local population with state numbers, we 

end with a student population of less than 1300, equaling less than .08% of the state’s total 

borrowers.10 Yet we, the tiny sliver, are here and part of this issue. In the coming months we will 

choose between an incumbent president and the final survivor of a crowded democratic campaign. 

The resulting president-elect, through their policies and appointees, will determine the future of 

this issue. It just so happens that several top ten democratic candidates and incumbent President 

Trump represent several of these top ten states with the highest student loan balances and 

borrowers. Understandably, they all offer varying insights and provide different plans to solving 

the issue of student loan debt with differing layers of complexity. A sufficient overview of their 

views can be seen in the following YouTube video published in June by PBS News Hour: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0qc8r-EMis. 

 Mark Huelsman, associate director of policy and research at Demos, a left-leaning think 

tank, “expects the debt-relief conversation to go beyond student-loan refinancing this election 

cycle. Consensus among some left-leaning economists and policymakers has been building over 

the past few years that some form of debt cancellation might actually benefit the economy by 

freeing up money young people spend servicing their debt for home and car buying as well as other 

major purchases.11  

 
10 “F&M Fast Facts,” Franklin & Marshall College, Franklin & Marshall College, 2019. 

https://www.fandm.edu/about/facts. 
11 Berman, Jillian, “Where the 2020 Candidates Stand on Student Debt and College 
Affordability.” MarketWatch. MarketWatch, Inc., July 30, 2019. 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/where-the-2020-candidates-stand-on-student-debt-and-
college-affordability-2019-02-20. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0qc8r-EMis
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On this point, Huelsman says “You’re going to see some pretty bold proposals on debt relief or 

debt cancellation from candidates.”12 

 With the drama of the election unfolding steadily before us, how do these celebrity 

candidates with “bold proposals” purporting to solve these issues impact the academic world? How 

do institutions of secondary education, like Franklin & Marshall College, receive the message and 

use these bold ideas to propose new trajectories and reforms? The example I cite communicates to 

you everywhere you walk on this campus, from Old Main to Shadek Stadium: Now to Next. 

Now to Next: F&M’s Endowment Fundraising Campaign and the Implications for students and 

alumni 

 Let us return to the picture I began this presentation with and reflect on the quote used on 

the cover of the most recent issue of Franklin & Marshall Magazine. The quote by President 

Barbara Altman, reads as follows: “Why wouldn’t we want to guide our best and brightest to 

learn to navigate the world, and get ready to rule it well, through any field of study that excites 

them?”13 To accomplish this guidance, the “Now to Next” campaign plans to fundraise $200 

million by the end of 2021. An overview of policy is detailed in the following passage from 

Franklin & Marshall Magazine’s article on the campaign:  

The leadership phase of the campaign and the early part of the public phase already has 

raised more than 70 percent of the goal. The largest campaign in F&M history seeks to 

 
12 Ibid., 2019. 
13 Altmann, Barbara K., “A Journey of Perceptual Discovery,” Franklin & Marshall Magazine, 
Franklin & Marshall College, May 14, 2019. https://www.pageturnpro.com/Franklin-and-
Marshall-College/90129-Franklin-and-Marshall-Magazine--Spring-2019/sdefault.html#page/19. 
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raise $130 million to advance academic excellence, including expanding student aid and 

recruitment.14  

While the $130 million will be sectioned out for other necessary expenses, the direct mention of 

expanding student aid seems like a direct consequence of the popular arguments in today’s political 

climate. The argument revolves around helping college students with knowledge, money and 

credit. Another $20 million of fundraised money is intended to invigorate the “Franklin & Marshall 

Fund, which supports every F&M student every day.”15  

 From my perspective as a former college house leader, I want to know more details as to 

what expenditures this fund will cover, but I approve of the attempt at comforting the indebted 

students on campus by offering more money to aid them. I admire President Altmann’s language 

depicting prominent donors and financiers as the “key to the campaign’s success,” but I presume 

she also includes middle and working-class alumni in this statement; which circles back to seniors 

in this room. Do the administrative promises of debt relief for younger students sufficiently inspire 

us to tolerate the near immediate and persistent phone calls after graduation for alumni donations? 

I would argue yes, because any step in this direction impacts the results of future conditions. In 

twenty years, increased college affordability due to sufficient expansion of these campaigns could 

result in lower tuition bill for us as parents or legal guardians. If our younger siblings or relatives 

are spared some debt, then we are all better for it. So, while we may still have large bills to pay in 

 
14 “Now to Next.” 2019. Franklin & Marshall Magazine. Franklin & Marshall College, May 14. 

https://www.fandm.edu/magazine/magazine-issues/spring-2019/spring-2019-
articles/2019/05/14/now-to-next.  

15 Ibid., 2019. 
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the near future, we help the future students of Franklin & Marshall “move with us from now to 

next.”16 

  Am I nervous about my future as a Franklin & Marshall alum? Yes, but I look forward to 

the changes and potential reforms inspired students, faculty and administrators who commit to 

fully explicating this issue of student aid and student debt. Even decades from now, when I 

excavate the lives of people long passed, I will rely everyday on the knowledge I gained while at 

F&M. That knowledge will weigh me with debt for a while, but knowing that I graduate, as Dr. 

Altmann says, in the pursuit of my passion through the field of study that excites me,” serves as a 

proper point of confidence from which to cannonball into adult life. Thank you. 

  

 
16 “Now to Next,” 2019. 
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